
Fixing URLs and grid module errors in MEC 
Updated July 21, 2020 

If you have recently updated your MEC content, you may get new errors for grid modules and broken 
links when you try to republish it. These errors are due to changes we made in June/July 2020 to the 
Content Creation tool. Here are the workarounds to fix the errors so you can republish your content. 

Broken links/URLs 
To fix, find the section mentioned in the error message and fix the broken URL. The error message 
specifies the type of module (in this case, a text module). 

 

Broken grid modules 
Grid modules contain one image, a title, and text below the image.  

 



You use grid modules to place image + text content into columns and rows on the page. We recently 
changed the logic for grid modules. Now you are limited to a minimum of 2 columns and a maximum of 
4 columns per section when using the grid module, as shown in this example of 4 columns and 2 rows. 
(Use New Section to start the second row.) 

 

 

You can see a live example of 3 columns and 1 row on the MIE Program page.  

If your content doesn’t fit the new logic, you can convert one grid module to one text module and one 
image module. If you can’t find your text in your grid module to copy it into a text module, copy the text 
from the published page.  

One other thing: you must have the same number of grids on each row, or the grid will expand to the 
full width of the page, as shown in this example of 3 grids on the first row and 1 grid on the second row. 

 

Common grid errors 

 

https://education.microsoft.com/en-us/resource/18485a7b
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